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"Wuwu Dad... " Kang Liqing had already made psychological preparations to meet
this moment, but when this moment really came, it still formed a violent impact. Kang
Liqing was unwilling to cry and raised his hand to rub Kang Taiye's old hand.

Kangmobei turned his back and forced his tears back. Then he sniffed and said to Bai
nianxi with a smile: "thank you. I'll take you home for dinner..."

"No, you're busy here. I'll take the children home. I'll take them out for dinner. You Go
home early. " Bai nianxi says, then pulls Luo Luo, after making a sign in everyone's
eyes, then slowly leaves the ward.

"My grandfather is gone, isn't he?" Luo Luo takes Bai nianxi's hand and looks at the
front with both eyes.

"Well, let's go." White read Xi light should way.

Lolo no longer spoke, he felt a complex and nameless emotion, in the heart wantonly
raised, this feeling is not very good, also do not know how to deal with.

"Wow! Dad! " Kang Liqing and Kang Xinyue look at Kang Taiye, who is covered by
white cloth, and cry.

The doctor looked up at the clock, then looked around the patient's family, and finally
focused on conmber: "sorry, come with me to go through the formalities."

Conmobei just nodded, choked and sad in his throat, which had already made him
unable to say anything -

moussili took a document to the police station with his lawyer.

When the police saw moussili coming again, they were impatient.

"All said..."
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"This is the mental test report issued by the doctor," Musi Li interrupted the police in a
cold voice and said straight away. "My sister mu Rushun had a serious accident before,
which led to her loss of a leg. After the accident, my sister's mood has been very
unstable. She is suffering from mania."

"According to the law, mental patients belong to the person responsible for limiting
behavior, even if it leads to an accident, they should be detained in the ward according
to law." The lawyer added immediately after his voice dropped.

The police sneered: "you rich second generation like this kind of excuse most. The
lawyer is right, but even so, according to law, our police have the right to review."

"Of course," the lawyer looked at the police with a slightly ironic smile, "you have 48
hours to review it slowly. There is one more thing to tell you. The Kang family's father
has passed away."

"Ha ha, and then?" The police had a bad feeling in their mind.

The lawyer straightened his face and wrote with a stronger smile: "the cause of death
of the Kang family is that the Kang family chooses drugs to stop brain function. In
other words, the cause of death has nothing to do with Ms. mu Rushuang."

The policeman's angry face is pale. Although he is used to seeing cheeky people, he
will be inflamed every time he sees and hears them with his own eyes.

Moussili patted the document in his hand on the front and back of the police's chest
and left the police station with his lawyer.

"Well! Two more days! Tell her to have a long memory in it

After returning home and informing Mu Liancheng of the progress, Mu Liancheng
breathes.

"Well, I'll go back to my room first." Muse leaves light way.

"Wait a minute," muliancheng called musili. "In a few days, Kang's family will hold a
funeral, but they didn't send an invitation."

"That's also going," said musili with a firm but peaceful voice. "If it wasn't for frost,
Lord Kang would not have died at this time. He would have gone for love and reason."

"But..."

"Even if Kang Liqing fights against us, we must be next to each other." Mousse is out



of the cold.

"The lawyer told me that the last cause of his death was that the drug stopped his brain
function. With such a cruel defense, I'm afraid it would cause anger in the Kang
family." Mu Liancheng is worried about whether this reason will lead to bad
consequences for the Mu family.

Mu Sili gave a wry smile: "if the Kang family appeals, the psychiatric examination
report can not play a role in reducing the penalty, then there is only one reason that can
exempt Rushuang from major criminal responsibility. Dad, when appealing, you go, I
don't want to go."

"No, you have to go. Remember, don't let the Kang family hear such words until it's
necessary, otherwise our Mu family will have bad luck. Ah, Rushuang, this useless
thing!"

Mu Liancheng was not angry because Mu Sili interrupted him. Instead, he thought of
Mu Rushun's action. He sighed heavily and ended the conversation: "Hey, go back to
your room. Remember to prepare for the funeral."

After listening to his father's voice, moussili continued to walk to the room.

If Master Kang died of lung failure, mu Rushun would face severe punishment, but
now it's different. Now, Master Kang's death is brain death, so it's nothing to do with
mu Rushun. At most, mu Rushun's negligence leads to injury -

Kang Mobei is still busy in the kitchen, bringing the fried dishes to the table, and Luo
Luo drinks the chicken first Soup, a swallow, suddenly frown - put more salt.

"Lolo, doesn't it taste right?" Kang Mo North light smile asks a way.

Lolo shook his head: "yes, it's fine."Bai nianxi came out of the bedroom with two sets
of black children's clothes. One is Lolo's little suit, and the other is baby clothes for
Lele.

"Lele doesn't have to wear black." Conmber sat down at the table and said faintly.

"Mind and etiquette should be in place." Bai nianxi gave a cold voice and put his
clothes on the side of the sofa. Then he went to the dining table and ate with
chopsticks.

In addition to the slightly salty soup, other dishes are as delicious as before, but the
appearance is obviously a little sloppy. You don't have to think about it. Conmobei is
not happy. He just pretends to be brave.



"Your father should blame you." Bai nianxi began to chat while eating.

"I asked the doctor, and the doctor said that if he left naturally, he would feel the pain
of suffocation in the end. With some sedatives, he could fall into a deep sleep, and his
brain would lose all consciousness and feelings after five seconds of hypoxia. This is
the best way to leave peacefully."

Kangmobei knows what Bai nianxi is saying, so he answers calmly.

Bai nianxi doesn't say much anymore. Although he is still alive in this world, he
always feels that even his heart is settled when he is separated from others.

In other words, Bai nianxi felt that it was a gift for her to settle down after Lord Kang
left.

When Kang Xinyue was at Kang's home, he always felt that he had seen such a scene
when he saw the things that emperor Kang had used before, such as the posture of
emperor Kang pouring tea, the smiling or angry look of emperor Kang

Kangliqing stays in the company very late every day. The whole funeral falls on
kangxinyue's shoulders. Kangliqing is busy to escape from sadness, but there will
always be leisure time.

In the dead of night, the vast hall of the Kang family is quiet and empty. It's too easy to
feel without one person.
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